Introduction.
In a 1962 paper A. where a is an 72-vectoi in x = (xj, • • • , xfe) and t, and the AJ(x, r), B(x, t) ate smooth 72 x 72 matrices, is a distribution valued matrix R(y, s; x, t), which depends on the pole (y, s) and satisfies the Cauchy problem (l-2a) Riy, s; x, s) = c5(y -x) I, (1.2b) R(v, s; x, Z) = 0, Z< s, / being the n x n identity matrix. We require that the system be strictly hyperbolic; i.e., the characteristic form represents the solution operator to (1.1), then for any time r, 0 < r < t,
(1.9) a(x, t)= UÍt, t)UÍt, 0)/(x).
By constructing Riemann functions as above for the initial times 0 and r, he was able to conclude, using a geometric argument, that the kernel in (1.6) was C°°e xcept along the bicharacteristics coming from the pole at (y, 0). The following proof, due to J. Ralston, is the analytic interpretation of this argument.
Theorem 1. The Riemann function R(y, s; x, t) for the strictly hyperbolic system (1.1) has its singular support along the bicharacteristic through (y, s).
Proof. Let K> 0 and R > 0 be chosen so that supp(/) C !y: |y| < K\ = BKÍ0), and for some given T > 0, supp(a(x, T.)) C [x: |x| < R\ = BR(0). By a previous remark, for any given initial time s, 0 < s < T. ÍT. arbitrary) we can construct the kernel P(y, s; x, t) of the operator U(t, s) using the technique of Lax and Ludwig for s < t <s + Tc, y £ BK(0), x £ BR(0). It 0 < Tc < Tx < 2Tc, we choose pir) eC¡ so that /p(r) dr = 1 and supp (p) C ÍTx -T., T ). Using (1.9)
we obtain the representation (1.10) uix, T1)=Jp(r)U(T1, r)UÍr, 6)fix) dr.
Note that in general, if (72 -l)T < T x < nT we would have to exploit this trick and the procedure which follows 72 times to verify the theorem. We restrict ourselves to the simplest case 72 = 2 for the sake of notational convenience.
Using the representation (1.7) we have uix, Tj)= fpir) jdÀ j i £ ¿ ¡¿(¿He t; x, Ty co))a.J¿;, r; Tx, cÀdco 
For a given rQ > 0 we can cover the complement of 0^, with respect to B" (0) Recall that cf? (z, s; x, t, co) satisfies
If zy represents any of the parameters in cp , that is, z, s or co, set if, = dcp /dr\.
An easy calculation shows that ifi must be constant along the rays Xer it; z, co, s). In particular, since <p^p(y0> 0; yq, 0, co') = 0, it follows that <Pa> (y0> 0; x^irQ; y0, co'0, 0), tq, co'0) = 0, and since cp^ipA = 0, we see that c;0 = *M(r0; Vo' WÓ' °^ similarly> xo = xX(Tjj ¿f0, <u0, r").
We also observe that <?c/jx(cf0, r; ¿f", r, coA/dr= 0, and since r is a parameter in </>*, we may conclude that dcp1 (¿f0, rQ; xQ, T., coA/dr= 0. Since T, = r+ Z, it follows that
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use J^^o' to'' *o< tv 6jo) = -^^X(^o' V xo< Tv ÚJo) = -tX{£o' V -«o^-Similarly, since ¿j is a parameter in cSx, from the fact that V,0*(f0, r; <fn, r, co0) = <yn, it follows that Vc(pXipQ) = <yn, and from (b) we see that V (pXip0) = acon for some a ¡4 0. Consequently (p^ipQ) = CLcf>Xip0) = -arX(cfQ, rn, -a>0 (i) H(1)>1.
(ii) For all integers p, q, 0 < p < q < 00, ípHÍp)HÍq -p) < AHÍq) tot some constant A > 1; we define H(0) = A. , o) ) such that for all n, p^"\±o) = 0 aTZzi
Using a convolution construction, it follows that C(H(q), Í1) is dense in 5Xfi) and the following result is immediate.
Lemma 2 (C. Roumieu Theorem 2. // the coefficient matrices A;(x, t), B(x, t) belong to CÍHÍq), WR°), then the Riemann function P(y, 0; x, t) belongs to CÍHÍq), Ve) for some e = e\R, R.) sufficiently small and HÍq) < HÍ:5q)/íq\).
Remark. This result was proved assuming only properties (i) and (ii) for the sequence H(q). In particular, the analytic case was handled and it was shown that tot this special case, HÍq) = HÍq) = q\. 
